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       IGNITE Pro Massage Gun with Heat  






















  
  

        Sale price
        £249.95

        Regular price
        
                       
        


    
      Regular price
      £249.95
    


    
      Unit price
      
        
        /
         per 
        
        
      
    

  


  
 Sale 
     Sold out 


Tax included.
Shipping calculated at checkout.


                



                Professional Massage made simple

	Deep tissue massage
	Reduces muscle soreness and tension
	Calming full body heat therapy
	Improves mobility and boosts circulation
	8 versatile premium attachments
	Features: New pulse mode technology
	Endorsed by medical specialists
	Relax. Rejuvenate. Recover. 
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                Smarter prep and better recovery for enhanced performance.
              
Trusted by top athletes around the world and used daily by sports therapists, the Pulseroll Pro Massage Gun delivers an exceptional percussion massage to help you maintain peak physical condition, reduce injury risk, and achieve your personal best.
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                Rechargeable Heated head
              
In conjunction with massage, a smooth aluminium surface delivers targeted heat (45°C or 55°C) to the muscles and blood vessels, which is especially beneficial for problematic muscles and tightness.
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                Active touch screen
              
The new Active touch control screen gives you accessible control with a simple touch, so you can focus on your game. Changing to a desired speed or mode has never been so easy, simply press the power or mode button for 2 seconds to easily access the desired speed that suits you. 



    

  









Revolutionize Your Recovery: Discover the Ultimate Professional Massage Gun for Optimal Well-being
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                What is Percussion Therapy?
              
Percussive massage stimulation provides comprehensive relief by reaching both the superficial and deep-layer muscle fibres, and it accelerates the growth and repair of tissues by increasing blood flow to targeted areas. 
Percussion therapy  relieve muscle pain, stiffness and soreness, and increase range of motion. 
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                5 Speed settings
              
The Ignite Pro massage gun has 5 power settings, making this muscle massager gun ideal for everyone as the different settings ( 1500-3100 RPM Speed Range ) cater to people with different muscle recovery needs.
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                2 mode settings
              
For effortless muscle preparation and recovery utilise the 2 built-in power modes without the worry of changing speeds. 
	Mode 1/ WAVE: Delivers a slow incremental percussion wave in 5 second intervals and then reverses the gears to the lowest speed.
	Mode 2/ PULSE: Delivers a fast incremental percussion wave in 1 second bursts and then reverses the gears to the lowest speed




    

  









Experience Professional Massage Anywhere with Ignite Pro
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                Up to 6 hours battery life
              
To charge the battery fully, the charging time will take approximately 3 hours. When fully charged, it can last up to 6 hours (dependent on power level setting).



    

  


















  
    
      
        Massage Head attachments
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Heat active
A flat aluminium surface delivers targeted heat to the muscles  (45/55 degree)
Impact level 4
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Aluminium scraper
Scraper head provides targeted relief on troublesome muscles. Flush lactic acid and metabolic by-products from muscles
Impact level 5
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Aluminium Bullet
Designed to target key trigger points on the body and relief from muscular knots
Impact level 5
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Dome head
For general, full body muscle massage and focused muscle work.
Impact level 3
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Pneumatic head
The soft, squishy feel of the head is designed for managing more painful and sensitive muscles.
Impact level 2
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Invigor
Ignite your nerve endings with our unique soft touch tips designed to invigorate tired muscles, ideal for hands and feet
Impact level 1
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Push blade
Especiallyeffective on larger muscle groups such as thighs, quads and biceps.This head will help to stretch the muscles and release tension
Impact level 4
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Spinal head
Intended for the Trapezius muscle, but also effective for ankles & feet, and larger muscle groups like the calves and quadriceps
Impact level 5
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                What is in the box
              
	IGNITE Pro Massage gun
	Carrying case
	8 x Massage head attachment
	Charger 
	User Manual



                  BUY NOW
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                Sustainable package
              
At Pulseroll we care about the environment and we have used recyclable materials in all areas of our product packaging. Main box is made entirely of paper, corrugated board and plastic. All materials easily can be recycled.



    

  


















  
    
      
        Key Benefits
      



    
      	
            All about the Science
Through the use of scientific studies conducted by our certified sports coaches and physiologist,  we are able to measure performance level output. 
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Enables faster warm-up and recovery
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Increase blood flow by up to 22%
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Flushes away lactic acid and metabolized byproducts
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Reduces muscular pain and next day soreness (DOMS)
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Improves range of motion by up to 14% (ROM)
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Reduces risk of Deep Vein Thrombosis (DVT)
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Accelerates recovery from minor injury


            

          


    

  










  
    
      
        
                      
                    

    

    
      
                How-to guides
              
Here's a quick video to give you a deep dive on the special features and functions of the Pro Massage Gun.
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